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Abstract. A lower bound is derived for the time required 10 perform an update in an implicit 
data structure that is stored in a recursively rotated order. The update is shown to require 
R(2 ” ‘Og ” (log n)li2) data swaps, where n is the number of elements in theastructure. This matches 
an upper bound derived in an earlier paper (Frederickson. 1983). 
A dictionary of n elements can be implemented as a balanced tree, so that insert, 
delete, and search operations take @(log n) time.* However, such an implementation 
uses O(n) pointers, in addition iu the locations needed to store key values. How 
important is this additional space in realizing these operation times? Several recent 
papers [ 1,4] explore this issue by examining implicit data structures [4], which use 
just a constant number of locations beyond those needed for the key values. The 
elements may be arranged in the first n locations of an array, with one additional 
location holding the number n. Any information about the relationship among the 
elements is encoded in the way the elements are arranged. The information embodied 
in the arrangement of the elements may then be used in searching the structure. 
Let S be thg? number of comparisons necessary for a search, and C the number 
of locations from which data must be moved to perform a change, i.e., a deletion 
followed by an insertion. Munro and Suwanda [4] have shown that any .ii:lplicit data 
structure that satisfies a fixed partial order must have a product of S X C no smaller 
than n. It is possible to do better if the implicit data structure is allowed to satisfy 
any partial order from a set of partial orders. Munro and Suwanda have exploited 
this approach with their rotated list structure, with which they achieve O(log nj 
search times and 0( nil2 log n) insertion and deletion times. This approach has been 
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f;5;;;t;nrrjcf ‘? I ihe I rr-,, N author in the design of a recursively rotated list [ 11. This 
31 ‘f- .rC:[i’r$ :?:ppte~ ?- ~1 ..c-,trch time of no more than 2 log n + O(Jlog n ) element 
i -mp+ c **,ia:.)nsr antf dj3 4:: q- ;rrn and deletion times that are 0(2X”“‘H” (log n)“‘2). The 
g.+k~ti; t.t;me:s are a tonslderable improvement, since they are o( n’) for any constant 
r= > 11. But the question remains: Is this the best possible? 
In this pap:r we esidblish lower bounds for this problem. Determining the 
complexity of update in SM implicit data structure in an unrestricted setting appears 
difficult, and ve consider a somewhat restricted case, in which the structure is 
constrained to satisfy a ‘recursively rotated order’. Sorted lists, rotated lists, and 
rscursively rotated lists satisfy these orders, so we determine a lower bound on how 
well such lists perfcsrm. 
For a structure of fixed size that satisfies a recursively rotated order, we bound 
the number of data swaps necessary to insert an arbitrary element in exchange for 
L ither the maximum or minimum element. We show that L!(2 ’ ’ log ” (log n) I/‘) swaps 
are required in the worst case. This matches, to within a constant factor, the number 
of swaps used in recursively rotated lists [ 1). 
2. Recursively rotated orders 
tct S be a set r,f fixed sizti 11, drawn from a universe with a total order. A 
rvcrtrsi l.t ’ .;I rofc’;ed order is a relation on S satisfying the following properties: 
( P 1 If rz = I, the relation i, empty. 
(2) Otherwise. tho set is Fartitioned into IPI 1:~ 1 subsets \hlocks) S,,, S,. . . C “cttl I 
of sizes II,,. tl , , . . . , tl,,, , such that 
(a) the relation among elements in the same subset is a recursively rotated 
order. 
(b) the relation arn,)n,g elements in different subsets is desk&d as follows: 
There is a vak p’~ (0. 1, . . . , ttz - 1) such that 
fi 1 .x K: J for all .r c S, and all ~7 E S,,, , , n,c,Ll ,,, , 
for all i c (0. 1 , . . . . ttz - I } - { p, ( p - 1) mod ttz } 
(ii) for all 2 t S,,, 
cithcr 2 <I y for 311 _y E S, ,, , l l lll,,Ll ,,, 
Or 2 :- .r for all .y fl S, ,, I J Irl~d ttt * 
A rccurkcly rotated order is _fised if thta sizes of all subsets and recursively 
kfincd huhsets MC fixed. Note that the values of 11 are not fixcl, so that a large 
number of total orders are consistent with a fixed recursively rotated order. A 
recursively rotated order will be assumed fixed unless specified otherwise. ‘4 recur- 
sively rotated order is shown in Fig. 1, in which the smallest circles represent single 
Axncnt~. A set art-q@ to satisfy this order ih shown in Fig. .2. The relations 
rkxribcd 13~. 2(h)(i) arc shown with the c: sign, ;tnti the relations described bj 
2f b,Cii) ‘are shown \vith the < sign. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of a recursively rotated order. 
We sketch how one might search in a set organized in a recursively rotated order. 
A more compI.ete discussion may be found in [ 11. For each block Si iin the set, a 
representative element ai may be chosen. Because of the order imposed by 2(b) 
we will have 
(i> ai<a,i+-l)mod,,~ for all i~{0, 1,. . . , m-l}-Ip,(p- 1)mod m): 
iii; either aiJ < a, II4 1) mc,d ,,, or a, > at [,- 1) I_ncld ,,, . 
Fig. 2. A set stored in a recursively tcdattd order. 
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These representatives thus form a sorted list that has been circularly shifted. Search 
procedures that are modifications of binary search identify first the position ~1, and 
then the block in which to search recursively. If the sizes of the blocks have been 
chosen appropriately (see [ 1, a]), then the search times will be O(log n). Thus while 
‘i recursively rotated order is much les5 stringent than a total order, it still permits 
eftjcient search. 
A recursively rotated order is sfuruiard if 
( 1) whenever nz = 2 and one block consists of a single element, the other block 
also consists of a singie element, and 
(2) the relation among elements in the same &ck iq a standard recursi+* 
rotated order. 
Wc limit ourselves to standard recursively rotated orders because if na = 2 and OJ;C 
t)f the blocks consists of a single element, then the single value may have any possible 
rckttion with the elements in the other block. Thus an unsuccessful search is forced 
to cxaminc both the single element and the other block. An example of a set stored 
in ;i particularly useless nonstandard or&r is shown in Fig. 3. A recursively rclt;lted 
or&r will bc assumed to be standard unless specified otherwise. 
An exchange fill modify the set, and the structurt’ in which it is stored, by using 
basic operations termed swaps. A swap replaces ;! value currently in the set by one 
not in the set. Thus exactly one position in th c‘ itrrangement of the set is changed. 
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We shall distinguish between two basic types of exchanges that are natural for 
these structures. A speciul exchange either 
(1) inserts an element smaller than any in set S in exchange for the largest 
element, or 
(2) insert-i an element !nrger than any in S in exchange for the smallest element. 
A special exchange is f:lisily pl:rformed, since only one data swap is required, 
replacing the outgoing elcxment with the incoming one. A general exchange (hence- 
forth, an exchange) is an:?,operation that either 
(I) inserts an element x of arbitrary rank with respect to S in exchange for 
(a) the largest element in S u {x}, ~11. 
(b) the smallest element in S u {x},,or 
(2) inserts dn element x that is either ’ 
(a) larger than any element in S, 01 
(b) smaller than any element in S 
in exchange for an element of arbitrary rank in Su {x}. 
For reasons of symmetry. the ;tbove definitii>n allows x to be of any rank with 
respect to S v {x}. Hence u gr;l.eral exchange oi type 1 (a) for example. will involve 
no swaps in the cast that x is tiny !argest element in St j(x). 
A genera1 exchange may be implemented in thz following fashion. Let S, be the 
block containing the outgoing element, and Si tie block receiving the incoming 
element. S, will bL identified by an unsuccessfui search for the incoming element. 
Assume that the exchange corresponds to case 1 (a) above, and i f j. ?-he exchange 
may be accomplished by performing a type 1 {a) exchange in S, to extract the largest 
clement. While the next block is not S,, perform a special exchi2nge in the next 
block, exchanging the extracted element (now smaller than any in this block) for 
the largest. When block S, is reached, thr: displaced element will be of arbitrary 
rank with respect to the block, so that an exchange of type 1 (a) must be performed 
in S,. 
It is also possible to move in the direction of decreasing block indices. In this 
case smallest elements would be extracted along the way: an exchange of type 1 (b) 
would be followed by a sequence of easy exchanges, and hnalfy an exchange of type 
1 (a). The direction involving the fewer intervening blocks, and hence fewer special 
exchanges, may be chosen. An exchange of type 1 (b) can be i&dled similarly using 
exchanges of types 1 (a) and 1 (Lj) recursively. Exchanges of types 2(,a) and 2(b) can 
be handled in an analogous fashion. 
3. Worst-case cost of an exchange 
Given a recursively rotated order, we wish to idf:ntify the number of swaps 
required in the worst case to perform an exchange. By our definition of swap, we 
wish to count the number of positions in an arrangement that receive new values. 
The matter is complicated by the fact that, given a particular arrangement of values, 
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the worst-case number of swaps to perform rhe various types of exchange may 
differ. We note however that for any partic:.Llr arrangement of values, exchanges 
of type 1 (a) and 1 (b) of a value x will in wor+case differ by at most one swap, 
since a speciai exchange following one type o!‘ geneieal exchange will give the other. 
Exchanges of types 2(a) and 2(b) are Gmilarly related. Furthermore, if we are 
allowed to consider all arrangements of values to determine a worst case, then we 
have the fallowing result. 
Lernma 3.1. Let S be a set to be arranged to satisfy a specific recursively rotated 
order. For each type of general exchange there is an arrangement of values of S for 
wkh some exchange instance realizes the worst-case number of swaps of any 
exchu nge. 
Proof. Consider an exchange of type 1 (a). An exchange of type 2(a) lnay be achieved 
by performing this exchange in reverse order. Thus these two types of exchanges 
require the same number of swaps in worst case. Similar arguments apply to 
exchanges of types 1 (bj and 2(b). Now consider the exchange of type l(a) again. 
Suppose the arbitrary element being inserted is the rth smallest element in the n + 1 
clcmcnts in SLJ (x}. Replace each element of rank s in S u 1x1 by the element of 
rank .Y i- !I - r + 2 ii .Y < r, and by the element of rank s - r + 1 otherwise. An exchange 
that accessed exactly the same element locations as the type l(a) exchange now 
will insert a new smallest element x’ in exchange for an element of essentially 
arbitrary rank (n - r-i- 2) in SU{X’}. Thus exchanges of types l(a) and 2(b) require 
the same number of swaps, in worst case. By transitivity, aII four types of exchanges 
arc of the same wr)rG-cast complexity. Cl 
WC now dcfinc the claqe associated with a specific 1 ccursively rotated order. 
Consider an arrangement ,4 of values satisfying the order, and an element x’ not 
in the set. Let w’,,~_~ be the minimum of the number of swaps needed to perform an 
exchange of type 1 (a) or 1 (b) involving x in arrkmgement A. The charge w will be 
the maximum w,, , t‘lken over ali A and A-. 
For instance. the charge for an order in the form of a ring on either two or three 
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Let i and j< i be such that w = wi -I- bij + w, is maximized. Then the charge fiv the 
recursively rotated order is at least w. 
Proof. We shall consider an exchange of type 1 (a) or 1 (b). (Similar arguments 
apply for exchanges of type 2(a) or 2(b), with the same w resulting by Lemma 3.1. j 
We shall construct an arrangement of values and choose an exchange that requires 
at least w swaps. Assume without loss of generality that lSil 6 i§il. Place the smallest 
element into Si. Also place the largest element in Si if iSil> 1; otherwise place it 
into Si-- 1. Place additional elements in Si and arrange them as necessary so that an 
exchange of type l(a) or 1 (b) of the largest element from Si__I will incur the cost 
of at least Wi swaps. Block S, should be arranged, and an element x chosen, so that 
an exchange of type 1 (a) or 1 (b) of x in Si incurs a cost of at least u> swaps. The 
remainder of the arrangement should be completed to satisfy the recursively rotated 
order. 
Now consider the exchan’ge of x in this arrangement. We first consider the case 
in which [§,I > 1 and IS!l> 1. Our arrangement of values will ensure that at least 
one swap will be performed in both Si and Sj* The outgoing element in Si must be 
replaced by an appropriate element. Suppose that the outgoing element is the only 
element reptaced in Si. To recover the required order in S its replacement should 
be either the largest element from Sti _1 )mod ,,I or the smallest element from 
& i f 1 I mod ni - These are of the same rank with respect to Si. Thus by construction 
either exchange will require at least wi swaps. The replacement element fi*om 
S ( I21 b mcd tt1 must be replaced, and the order allows this to be done in one swap, 
using the appropriate element from Stt.,2) mod ,?!. Thus it may be seen that a tota). of 
b,, data swaps are required to re-establish the order for S in the intervening blocks. 
The replacement element taken from Sj must of course be replaced by the insertion 
element. By construction this requires at least Wj swaps. The required bound is 
achieved in this case. 
Suppose there are other elements besidis the outgoing element that are replaced 
in S,. To preserve the required order in S, ail replacements must be of consecutive 
ranks in S. Thus ail replacements either come from the same block Sli tlj mod ,71 or 
from several consecutive blocks starting with Scl * 1j r;,c,d ,,*. We consider the first case, 
with the latter case handled by a similar argument. The replacement elements must 
be replaced, and the displaced elements must displace others. These requirements 
will propagate ail the way around the sequence bac:k to the block Si- It can be 
shown that a multiple exchange such as those performed in Sj and S, will never 
require fewer swaps than a general exchange. This foiiows since a general exchange 
can be performed by changing some subset of the positions changed by the multiple 
exchange. 
If [SJ = 1, then a swap may not be needed in S,. (A similar situation applies to 
S,.) Note, however, that the charge Wi is 0 in this case, so that the above arguments 
may be modified to handle this case also. q 
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4. Upper bmad OR number of elements 
We describe recursively rotated orders that accammodate at least as many ele- 
ments as tiny order af charge w. These orders will be specified ilm terms of both w 
and the maximum charge t in any block. ‘IThe order will be specified by the sequence 
of charges for each of the blocks. We define the order K( w, 1) as follows: 
ill 0 1 2-• (Iv-f)!(w--+ -2 1 0 if t > w - t, 
(2) [O 1 ~.‘-(t-r;tw.2’+2(t-~)~.*2 10)” iftsw-t. 
In the above notation, P-Z’+2 means w - 2 t + 2 consecutive blocks with a charge L 
Lemma 4,l. Let S be a set arranged in a recursively rotated order, Let w be the charge 
of the order and t the maximum charge in any one of the blocks. Then the k<( w, t) 
order realizes an upper bound on the number of elements in S. 
Proof. W-e show that no order of charge w will manage more elemen:? than R( w, t). 
Each range in the dAnition of R( w, t) is examined separately. 
Gse 1. (D w-- t): One block will have charge t. For each other block, the 
maximum charge is at most w - 2 - b, where b Ss the number of intervening blocks, 
by Theorem 3.2. 
Cclse 2. (I5 hi-- 0: For j” E’, the intervening blocks between 3; and S, ~41 be 
either {S, + i‘ . . . . , S, ,) or { S( ,+ I, n,Clti ,,I, . . . e S, , l, m,,Cl ,,1 ). To avoid worrying about 
which direction gives the value b,,, we consider the blocks of the order as split into 
two sequences. We assume that only the set {S,+ I. . . . . S; _ 1) will determine b,j in 
each sequence. and we maximize the number and size of blocks in each sequence 
separatety. This approach can only increase the bound on the number of elements 
accommodated in S. We analyze one of the sequences: A block with charge t can 
find itselt in a cluster of at most w - 2r+ 2 such blocks, by Theorem 3.2. Far each e 
other block. the maximum charge for the block is M’ - t - ( w- 2t+ 1) - 6, where 
there are b intervening b!osks to the nearest block of charge o The other sequence 
m;r>* be similarly bounded, giving R( FV. b). Z 
We nest intri4uce a recursively defkicd function. ‘AK rh we shall pave gives an 
upper bound on the number of elemc”nts in any recursively rotated order of charge 
IV. Let %I( - ) be defined as 
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Proof. The proaf is by induction on IV. If sv =O- the largest nur&er of elements 
the order can accommodate is one. If w = 1, the largest number. of elements that 
the order can accommodate is three. This follows by examining all orders in which 
four elements can be accommodated. 
For w > 1, we assume that M( w’) is an upper bound on the number of elements 
that can be accommodated by a recursively rotated order of charge w’, for all 
w’ < w. From Lemma 4.1 we have that an upper bound on the number of elements 
is given by a R( w, t) order, for some t. We show that 
Mu Z: MC9 
by considering two cases for X( w, t). 
Case 1. (t> w-t): From the definition of M( l ), we have 
M(w) = M(t)+2M( [(t+ 1)/21)+2 $ M( [i/2]) 
i-r+2 
From the given conditions we have t > 1. Thus 
tv-- I 
M(,v)sM(t)+2M(?)+2 c M([U+t)i21) 
1=2 
M.--I 
~Mfr)+2(M(O)+M(1))+2 c Ml[(i+E)/21) 
i-7 
H’ - I 
3 M(t)+2 c M(i). 
i-=0 
Case 2. (t s w -. t): From the definition of M( l ) we have 
r--l 
qw- 2t+2)M(t)+4 z: M(i). 
i=O 
The theorem then follows. U 
5. Lower bound on the number of swags 
In this section we determine the asymptotic behavior of our bounding function 
M{ l ), and then iilvert the function to get a lower bound on w, the number of SWISS 
required for an exchange, in terms of the number of elements in the set. We compaire 
this result with an upper bound for the recursively rotated list structilrc in [ 11. 
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Proof. We may rewrite the recurrence relation for M( * ) as 
M(w)=M(M,-- i)a2M( [w/21). (1) 
This recurrence is quite similar to 
~(W)=lll(‘rtJ--l)+M(rw/2]). (21 
tl/lahler [3] has established that the asymptotic behavior of (2) is the same as that 
claimed in the statement of the lemma. While our recurrence (1) is slightly difkrent, 
it is easy to see that the same asymptotic solution hoI&. For a short history of the 
\olution! fif recurrence (2), see [2]. ‘z1 
WC invert M(w) to get a lower bound on E, the number of swaps. 
Theorem 5.2. Zre number w of data cxcharzges required in the wrst case to pecform 
a!n excharzge irr a set of size r.1 mairztained irz a recursioe!y rotated order is 
Taking logarithms. and multiplying by 2. we get 
2 log I1 s (log w$ - 2 log )L’ log log MT + O( log M’) 
5 ( log \t’ - log log 1%’ + n,’ 
for some constant ci. Thus 
This gives the result as claimed. L71 
Thk lower bound is smaller than the upper bound of O( 2’-‘.i”g “(log n)“‘) cited 
in Section 0. The reason is that we are not counting the work necessary to find the 
appruprirtac elements to swap. Indeed, if we review the analysic of the performance 
of this \truc,ure in [I]. we discover that the number of SNYHJ\ performed is smaller 
b! ii factor of O(log 12 1. 
Carc~dlary 5.3. The compIP.Cty of l2tr uschcl~~ge irl a 6 :‘I r~laim2~i~led iria recursivel) 
rotatlrrd order. expressed irr terms of data swaps, is 
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Proof. The lower bound follows from Theorem 5.2. For the upper bound, consider 
the expandable recursively rotated list structure in [l]. A general exchange will 
require H(k) data swap:., where 
H(l)==l, H(k)a2H(k--1)+2” for k.b i. 
The solution of the rectirrence is then O( k2”). Since k = 42 log /t + O(l), the upper 
bound follows. Cl 
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